CUSTOMER TESTIMONIALS
Jane Curllit
“I purchased a copper sink for my new bathroom. The service
was excellent. They helped me choose the exact color that
would match my granite countertop. It looks
magnificent.Everyone keeps asking which interior designer I
used. Their service was superb. I plan to go through them when
I buy my copper farmers sink for my next kitchen project. I
would recommend them highly.”
February, 2015
Jaime Crutch
“As a designer in the central coast of California, I work with
clients that appreciate the rustic and luxurious look of copper.
Copper can be expensive and ranges in quality so I feel very
lucky to have found Copper Alchemy. We have worked on a
wide range of projects together, from wineries and ranches to
home remodels and outdoor bars. They have been consistently
awesome to work with! My clients absolutely adore their stuff
and they have helped me get repeat customers since they are
experts with custom work.
They are a family run boutique business which allows them to
provide superb customer service, something that is hard to find
in today’s digital world!”
December 18, 2014
mchitsey
“I am very pleased with the service, communication, products
and follow-up. With online shopping you never are certain, but I
depend a lot on the ratings. Ernesto and his family went over an
above to get me the right size and shape of copper sinks I
needed when remodling my bathrooms. Two of the sinks had to
be made a certain size, and they got it done without a hitch. Will
definitely use them again and recommend you give them a try.
Top notch company and products.”

December, 2014
maryloporchio
Online shopping is a tricky business and I have to say that
Copper Alchemy took away all my worries about buying copper
sinks online, especially during the hectic time of remodeling.
I ordered two vessel copper sinks for our bathroom and a
gorgeous customized bar sink for our new wine bar. The
products were very true to the photos on their website and
actually even better in person; the quality of the sinks are truly
outstanding. Ernesto was a great help with creating a
customized sink that fit our exact vision for our wine bar. It is so
refreshing to find small companies that take such good care of
their customers and offer very reasonable prices. I would
recommend them to anyone!!
November 19, 2014
mountaineer214
“We consulted Ernesto regarding the availability of copper sinks
for our bath remodeling project. His recommendations were on
point and he was very helpful in our selection of two copper
sinks for one bath and a copper vessel sink for our other bath.
Ernesto suggested accompanying faucets to complement each
sink. We are EXTREMELY pleased with the outcome. We
offered pictures to Ernesto to display the success of his
recommendations. We will recommend your company and
especially Ernesto to other interested customers. Your delivery
of both the sinks and faucets was very timely to facilitate
installation. Thank you for a very beneficial experience.”
May 23, 2014
kscsouth
“This sink looks beautiful in my new kitchen. I couldn't be
happier with the sink or the great level of service I received from
the company!”
March 25, 2014

littlekiss
“These sinks are not just beautiful, they are works of art! I have
installed two - one in a bathroom and the other in a mini bar.
Both of them get rave reviews from clients and guests! The
prices are excellent as well - great value! Highly recommended!”
“Just received the custom sink...WOW! It's beautiful! Thanks for
the quick shipping and great service!”
Angel W.
San Juan Capistrano, CA
“Hi Ernesto, I just got back into town, and yes, the sinks are
going to be perfect!! Thank you so much for putting up with my
crazy schedule. Your sinks are wonderful.”
Pam B.
Austin, TX
“Hi Ernesto! The sink arrived today as you said! It's gorgeous
and I love it! Wish that I had known about your company before
I bought my other sink, but I have one more bathroom to do, so
I will order that one from you also when it's time. Thank you so
much! I will spread the word about your company:)”
Sincerely...Mary H.
The Dalles, OR
“Dear Mr. Quiroga, Yesterday I received your beautiful copper
bathroom bowl. It is truly a work of art and will be the
centerpiece of the room! Many Thanks!”
Mary C.
“I was pleasantly surprised to find the sink I have been looking
for over 5 months now. It is hard to find decent modern looking
sinks not overpriced. Two thumbs up !! More orders to come ...”
Martina S.
Portsmouth, VA

“Just wanted to let you know that I think you are one of the best
company's that I've ever had to deal with! Your customer
service is outstanding and your product is absolutely fantastic!
Thank you so much!”
Julie B.
Hermosa Beach, CA
“I received the sink today , and I do not have enough words to
tell you how much I love it . O boy, it is so beautiful. Thank you.”
Ira R.
Alberta, Canada
“I just received my DOISNEAU Fuego sink and I LOVE it!! it is
more beautiful in person with shades of copper, brown and
green. thanks!”
Kathy W.
Clinton, MI
“Ernesto, just wanted you to know that the beautiful sinks
arrived today...we are so very pleased..the service was great
and the product outstanding. Please send cleaning instructions.
and thanks very much!”
Linda B.
Brandon, MS
Dear Ernesto,
I received our copper sink today and it is very beautiful! Thank
you so much! I love the natural finish!”
Florence C.
Edmonds, WA
“The sink we ordered from you just arrived and it is stunning!
The quality is amazing! We are in the process of constructing a
new home and will be ordering more sinks in the near future.”
Debra M.

Missoula, MT
Hi Ernesto,
The sink arrived on Monday, the 27th, and we are delighted. I
must admit I was the one that loved the unusual shape while my
husband was just so-so about it. When he saw it, he had one
word...........magnificent. It may not be installed until towards the
end of March as we now await the completion of the marble
countertop it will sit on. We anxiously await the final look.
“Thank you for your assistance in customizing the size of the
sink. Your help was greatly appreciated and we look forward to
enjoying the beautiful sink for many years to come. “
Warm regards,
Linda S.
Hilton Head Island, SC
Dear Copper Alchemy,
“We ordered a new Luna Maya copper sink for our powder
room in January. The packaging, shipping, and craftsmanship of
the sink is superb. We are so very pleased!
We simply had to write to let you know how highly we value
your company, especially in this day and age when an internet
order of a product can be iffy. “
Regards and gratitude,
Bill & Kay P.
Rochester, NY.
“We were blown away by the bathroom sinks we ordered!!
Absolutely divine craftsmanship, thank you so much!”
Margaret W.
Atlanta, GA
“My husband and I were thrilled with our custom ordered
kitchen copper sink…it only took 3 weeks from design to
installation, exceeding all of our expectations with the end
product, very happy customers!”
Jillian G.

Portland, OR
“I really appreciate how timely the customer service I received
was from Copper Alchemy…Ernesto was so patient in helping
us achieve the design for our dream kitchen!”
Trycia Y.
Amarillo, TX
“I wanted to let you know how pleased we are with our vessel
copper bathroom sinks…truly stunning pieces! Love the
detailed hammer strikes!”
Jasper S.
Durham, NC
“Great website, very comprehensive and informative on
copper…. these guys know their stuff.”
Lee K.
San Fransisco, CA
“Camila kept me posted with the status of our custom order
very promptly as promised, glad to have known exactly where
we were in the process, super helpful during remodeling!”
Kacey S.
Seattle, WA
“Such a huge variety in sinks, good to have a lot of different
designs to choose from. Thrilled with our “Doisneau” bathroom
sinks, gorgeous!”
Dean C.
Billings, MT
“The bar pieces we got are the perfect fit for our little wine bar.
Exactly the warm ambiance we were in search of… thanks
Copper Alchemy!”
Jamie C.
San Luis Obispo, CA

“The sinks/stoppers are beautiful - even more so than the
pictures on your site! Thanks for the quick delivery. They were
packaged very secure. Now I just have to be patient and wait for
them to be installed;)”
Christine M.
Canada
Ernesto & Camilla,
Well my beautiful copper sink arrived yesterday evening, safe
and sound and I am so pleased to tell you that it meets and
exceeds my expectations! I can't wait until my kitchen
renovation begins. I'll be sure to send you pictures of the
kitchen and the sink when the project is completed.
I wanted to mention Camilla's professionalism and courtesy
during this process. As a sales professional myself I am pleased
to day that my purchase with Copper Alchemy was greatly
influenced by my encounter with Camilla. She is knowledgeable
about the products but more important, she is courteous,
patient, and a pleasure to work with.”
Karen C.
Charlotte, NC

